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What are your skills best answer
JHM CareLink is a web-based application for connecting JHM member organizations to community practices. Through JHM CareLink, community users can gain secure access to select patient information in the JHM EMR data repository and improve the continuity of care. This continuity provides many benefits for our patients, including the
following: Provides a more transparent flow of information between physicians. Makes it easier for external physicians to place referrals and orders to JHM. Connects clinicians at JHM with specialists using e-visits, providing care to a broader group of patients. Lets JHM send releases of information electronically to community clinics. Gives your
community clinics access to review the patient’s chart for coding and following up on claims. Allows for coordination of social services outside of JHM. JHM CareLink is not an EMR solution; it is a mostly read-only application with a few service-oriented features, such as procedure order entry and co-signing home health orders. JHM CareLink provides
referring physicians with access to their patients’ medical records for 90 days following a physician consultation, labs or imaging tests, outpatient visits or hospitalization at The Johns Hopkins Hospital, Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center, Howard County General Hospital, Sibley Memorial Hospital, Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital and Johns
Hopkins physicians’ outpatient services. You can also order a specialty consultation to be scheduled by the patient. Community users outside of JHM who need to review the clinical and administrative information of patients seen within Johns Hopkins Medicine member organizations. Community users could include the following: Referring physicians
Referred-to physicians Contracted physicians Community physicians and their support staff Legal offices or agencies requesting documentation through HIM Community-based and public health organizations There is no cost associated with using JHM CareLink. Access to the internet using a commercial browser such as Chrome (recommended) or
Safari. The use of Internet Explorer is discouraged. You can request JHM CareLink access for clinical staff, nonclinical staff and office administrators in your practice. Each staff member will need to enroll in Johns Hopkins CareLink, electronically sign the terms and conditions, and abide by rules of patient confidentiality. You and your clinical staff,
including physician assistants, nurses, administrative personnel and office manager, will have access to your patients' medical records. At least one person at your site must be designated as the site administrator, who will have additional administrative responsibilities. Self-service password reset (available 24 hours)Can my site administrator reset
my password?Yes, your site administrator can reset your password.I forgot my password and/or my challenge questions.Please call the Help Desk, available 24/7 at 855-284-5465, and ask to open a CareLink ticket for password resets. Please allow up to 48 hours for processing your request. We highly encourage you to set up the challenge questions
so you can reset your password automatically via self-service. Since you already have access to the full version of Epic when you are in the hospital, please use the In Basket provided on that version. Contact your local technical support. The printing functionality is not controlled by CareLink. You need to check if your local computer has the correct
drivers and setup for your network or local printer. The physician needs to grant In Basket access to the nurse first. Once this is done, the nurse can attach to the desired In Basket. Please ask the research coordinator to add the patient to the group. Please refer to page 20 of the following guide. Please refer to this tip sheet. If you cannot find the
patient, please contact registration at 410-955-5000 to verify the full demographic information of the patient. Please contact your site administrator, who is your first point of contact for any questions/problems. If the site administrator is not able to assist you, please call the Help Desk, available 24/7 at 855-284-5465, and ask for help with CareLink.
Please contact the JHM CareLink team at hopkinscarelink@jhmi.edu. This is not for urgent issues, and the CareLink team will respond within 48 hours. Good leaders understand the importance of prioritizing the interests of those they are leading over their own. This is no easy task, even for the most accomplished leader. But it works because it
inspires people to a higher purpose.To evaluate and reflect on where you stand as a leader, and whether you are fit for the role, consider measuring your leadership skills against the high bar of the following five questions. Many autocratic managers view feedback as a threat to their power, self-worth, and position, which explains why they are
opposed to it and often react fearfully and defensively to feedback.Great leaders, on the other hand, view feedback as a gift to improve their leadership so they can serve others and their mission better. They value truth and honesty and diverse perspectives for bettering themselves and their businesses. Even when feedback is negative, it prompts an
exercise in curious exploration to find out where things went wrong so that it doesn't happen again. Research by Amy Edmondson of Harvard indicates that when leaders foster a culture of safety -- where employees are free to speak up, experiment, give feedback, and ask for help -- it leads to better learning and performance outcomes.When
psychological safety is absent, fear is present. And fear is detrimental to achieving a company's full potential. We just can't be engaged or innovative when we are afraid. Some subscribe to the notion that fear is a motivator in the short-term, but what fear does is kill trust -- the ultimate demotivator.Traditionally, an autocratic style of management has
been effective in getting results. But the nature of work today, along with its workforce, has changed. Success in management today requires collaboration -- not command. Asking people to take part in deciding the goals that they will be a part of is an essential component to engaging employees. A leader's ability to communicate is certainly a prized
skill. The greatest investor of our time, Warren Buffett, remarks that investing in developing your communication skills -- both in writing and in-person -- "can increase your value by at least 50 percent."There is a difference between being a good communicator versus being communicative. When you're communicative, you relay information
consistently and clearly, in a way that makes you heard and understood.Being communicative may also mean over-communicating a strategy or vision clearly and consistently over and over again. The message amplifies the why behind the work, brings shared direction to all teams, and allows everyone to focus on what really matters.Before you roll
your eyes, love, in this case, is a verb packed with action behind it to help people flourish and businesses profit on a human level. According to Brian Paradis, author of Lead with Imagination and former president of Florida Hospital's (now Advent Health) Central Region, a $4 billion company with more than 25,000 employees, love was one of the
guiding forces he saw transform the interactions within his teams. "Love is powerful and when you infuse it into anything, that thing gets better," Paradis told me in an interview. He added that while love is often viewed as a soft skill in the often harsh, transactional business environment, "the concept should be hard-wired in day-to-day
interactions and strategy meetings."By leading with actionable love and compassion, leaders set the tone of engagement within their businesses. Last Updated on July 21, 2021 No matter how well you set up your todo list and calendar, you aren’t going to get things done unless you have a reliable way of reminding yourself to actually do them.Anyone
who’s spent an hour writing up the perfect grocery list only to realize at the store that they forgot to bring the list understands the importance of reminders.Reminders of some sort or another are what turn a collection of paper goods or web services into what David Allen calls a “trusted system.”A lot of people resist getting better organized. No
matter what kind of chaotic mess, their lives are on a day-to-day basis because they know themselves well enough to know that there’s after all that work they’ll probably forget to take their lists with them when it matters most.Fortunately, there are ways to make sure we remember to check our lists — and to remember to do the things we need to do,
whether they’re on a list or not.In most cases, we need a lot of pushing at first, for example by making a reminder, but eventually we build up enough momentum that doing what needs doing becomes a habit — not an exception. From Creating Reminders to Building Habits A habit is any act we engage in automatically without thinking about it.For
example, when you brush your teeth, you don’t have to think about every single step from start to finish; once you stagger up to the sink, habit takes over (and, really, habit got you to the sink in the first place) and you find yourself putting toothpaste on your toothbrush, putting the toothbrush in your mouth (and never your ear!), spitting, rinsing, and
so on without any conscious effort at all.This is a good thing because if you’re anything like me, you’re not even capable of conscious thought when you’re brushing your teeth.The good news is you already have a whole set of productivity habits you’ve built up over the course of your life. The bad news is, a lot of them aren’t very good habits.That
quick game Frogger to “loosen you up” before you get working, that always ends up being 6 hours of Frogger –– that’s a habit. And as you know, habits like that can be hard to break — which is one of the reasons why habits are so important in the first place.Once you’ve replaced an unproductive habit with a more productive one, the new habit will
be just as hard to break as the old one was. Getting there, though, can be a chore! The old saw about anything you do for 21 days becoming a habit has been pretty much discredited, but there is a kernel of truth there — anything you do long enough becomes an ingrained behavior, a habit. Some people pick up habits quickly, others over a longer time
span, but eventually, the behaviors become automatic.Building productive habits, then, is a matter of repeating a desired behavior over a long enough period of time that you start doing it without thinking.But how do you remember to do that? And what about the things that don’t need to be habits — the one-off events, like taking your paycheck stubs
to your mortgage banker or making a particular phone call?The trick to reminding yourself often enough for something to become a habit, or just that one time that you need to do something, is to interrupt yourself in some way in a way that triggers the desired behavior. The Wonderful Thing About Triggers — Reminders A trigger is anything that you
put “in your way” to remind you to do something. The best triggers are related in some way to the behavior you want to produce.For instance, if you want to remember to take something to work that you wouldn’t normally take, you might place it in front of the door so you have to pick it up to get out of your house. But anything that catches your
attention and reminds you to do something can be a trigger. An alarm clock or kitchen timer is a perfect example — when the bell rings, you know to wake up or take the quiche out of the oven. (Hopefully you remember which trigger goes with which behavior!)If you want to instill a habit, the thing to do is to place a trigger in your path to remind you
to do whatever it is you’re trying to make into a habit — and keep it there until you realize that you’ve already done the thing it’s supposed to remind you of.For instance, a post-it saying “count your calories” placed on the refrigerator door (or maybe on your favorite sugary snack itself) can help you remember that you’re supposed to be cutting back
— until one day you realize that you don’t need to be reminded anymore.These triggers all require a lot of forethought, though — you have to remember that you need to remember something in the first place.For a lot of tasks, the best reminder is one that’s completely automated — you set it up and then forget about it, trusting the trigger to pop up
when you need it. How to Make a Reminder Works for You Computers and ubiquity of mobile Internet-connected devices make it possible to set up automatic triggers for just about anything. Desktop software like Outlook will pop up reminders on your desktop screen, and most online services go an extra step and send reminders via email or SMS
text message — just the thing to keep you on track. Sandy, for example, just does automatic reminders.Automated reminders can help you build habits — but it can also help you remember things that are too important to be trusted even to habit. Diabetics who need to take their insulin, HIV patients whose medication must be taken at an exact time in
a precise order, phone calls that have to be made exactly on time, and other crucial events require triggers even when the habit is already in place.My advice is to set reminders for just about everything — have them sent to your mobile phone in some way (either through a built-in calendar or an online service that sends updates) so you never have to
think about it — and never have to worry about forgetting.Your weekly review is a good time to enter new reminders for the coming weeks or months. I simply don’t want to think about what I’m supposed to be doing; I want to be reminded so I can think just about actually doing it.I tend to use my calendar for reminders, mostly, though I do like Sandy
quite a bit. More on Building HabitsFeatured photo credit: Unsplash via unsplash.com Julie Shlensky, pharmacy student at Purdue University College of Pharmacy, shares what she has learned in pharmacy school. Julie Shlensky, pharmacy student at Purdue University College of Pharmacy, shares what she has learned in pharmacy school. This video
was recorded at APhA's Annual Meeting and Exposition in March 2015. 1 What Is the WIC Car Seat Program? 2 How Hong Kong’s Complicated History Reverberates Today 3 The Secret Science of Solving Crossword Puzzles 4 What Are Examples of Mineral Salts? 5 The Symbolism and Spiritual Connection Behind White Feathers Photo Courtesy:
Tascha Rassadornyindee/EyeEm/Getty Images Whether you’re headed off to college or you’re a parent of a grade school student, you may have wondered what it takes to excel in school and whether you (or your student) have the tools you need to succeed. Understanding math, science and other core subjects is essential, but those subjects aren’t the
only things you need to master to thrive as a student. Case in point: Albert Einstein was possibly the most important scientist of the 20th century, but his track record as a student wasn't particularly impressive. Of course, part of the reason Einstein sometimes struggled was that he didn’t usually like school and the teaching methods applied, but that
doesn’t mean he couldn't have made some improvements by applying the critical skills needed to do well academically. You may or may not be the next person to make a world-changing scientific discovery, but you can always focus on building up your academic skills to help improve your grades and your overall learning experience as a student.
Quality note-taking doesn’t involve simply writing down everything an instructor says during a lecture — word for word. It also doesn’t mean recording lectures on a smartphone and listening to them later. The goal of taking notes is to capture the main ideas and main points from a lecture so you can review them later when you have more time to
really absorb the information. That means your notes need to make sense to you. Even better, if your note-taking abilities are really on-point, someone else could read your notes and understand the main points the instructor talked about in the lecture. Photo Courtesy: Klaus Vedfelt/DigitalVision/Getty Images Unfortunately, taking notes isn't a onesize-fits-all type of skill set. Most people develop their own individualized system that works for them, and a system that works for one person might not work for another. For example, some people like to take notes in an outline form that features main idea headings with bullet points underneath them that provide more details. Others write their
notes in paragraph form using a narrative style, although they typically leave out all the small words to save time. A mind map serves as a useful note-taking tool for people who are visual learners. Tony Buzan developed the two-dimensional concept of mind mapping, which uses a visual layout of information that the human mind easily recognizes and
remembers. Mind maps start with a large circle that represents the main idea or goal. Smaller circles labeled with main facts or ideas related to the topic are attached to the main circle, followed by additional circles containing information that expand on those facts and ideas. This process repeats for any points with additional information. In addition
to using it for notes, the process works well for brainstorming new ideas and working through problems. The ability to think critically will help you succeed in your classes and in the world after you graduate. What does this mean exactly? When you practice critical thinking, you analyze an issue based on the information and facts given to you or
information you determine for yourself. Critical thinkers are able to separate the facts of a situation from how they might feel about an issue or how they initially react to a situation. A very simple example of critical thinking would be making medical decisions based on analyzing the information and advice provided by physicians — and possibly even
researching additional information on your own — instead of making these decisions based on fear and other emotions. Photo Courtesy: izusek/E+/Getty Images A key component of critical thinking is a willingness to dig deeper and to refuse to accept situations at face value without questioning them. If someone had told you as a child that the sky is
green, for example, you could have just accepted it, or you could have used your critical thinking skills to question the statement by asking for evidence to prove the sky is green. As you develop your critical thinking skills, it will become easier to formulate and organize arguments for assignments and easier to interpret the information presented to
you in lectures and assignments. These skills will then move with you into the future as you work through problems and challenges in the workplace. As a student, you typically have a lot to juggle. You could have a paper due tomorrow in one class, a reading assignment to finish for another class by Wednesday and an exam scheduled for yet another
class on Friday. While you might not consider time management an academic skill, it’s a vital skill to master if you want to achieve academic success by completing your work on time and preparing for projects and tests. Photo Courtesy: PeopleImages/E+/Getty Images Learning how to manage your time wisely reduces the likelihood of waking up on a
Sunday morning with far too many assignments to complete before the next day. Prioritization is a key component of time management, which means you have to determine up front which assignments are most important and what you need to work on first. The University of Leeds recommends using a system that focuses on the elements of urgency
and importance for prioritizing tasks. If a task is both urgent and important, do it right away. This task is your top priority. An example would be studying for a major test in two days that counts as a large percentage of your grade. Next, focus your attention on tasks that are urgent but less important. This might be an assignment that is due the next
day but only counts as a small percentage of your grade. Assignments that are important but not urgent can wait until later to do them but should still be completed. An example would be a major paper that is worth a lot of points but isn’t due for a few weeks. If a task is not urgent or important, then it would be your last priority. If you run out of
time, these tasks could be skipped entirely with little or no penalty. This could be assignments that aren’t due until the end of the semester that either serve as extra credit or only count as a very small percentage of your grade. Reading is an important academic skill, no matter what subject you're studying. You need to be able to read and
comprehend text in pretty much every class you take, including math. When you're learning to read, you practice decoding words, especially words you haven't seen written down before. Reading and writing usually go hand-in-hand as skills. To write well, you use those decoding skills to develop an understanding of how words work together to form
proper sentence structures. These skills will help you as you read and break down the text on the page. Photo Courtesy: StockPlanets/E+/Getty Images As you continue in school, you will need to develop what is known as close reading skills. According to Harvard College Writing Center, when you perform a close reading of a text, you examine the
words and sentences carefully, looking for details that stand out. You might also pause to ask or write down questions about what you're reading. The next step is to interpret what you read using your critical thinking skills. Depending on the assignment, you may also have to write a response to the text you read.
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